**June 30, 1978**
RF Dave Winfield is the first Padre to earn a NL Player of the Month award, hitting .333 (35-for-105) in June.

**July 3, 1975**
Randy Jones becomes the only Padre to throw two one-hitters in a season in a 2-1 win over Cincinnati at San Diego Stadium.

**June 29, 1979**
Renamed the San Diego Chicken, Ted Giannoulas makes his Padres return in a "re-hatching" during a 4-1 loss to the Astros at San Diego Stadium.

**June 30, 1987**
RF Tony Gwynn is named the NL Player of the Month for June, hitting .473 (44-for-93) with a .524 OBP, .667 SLG and 1.190 OPS.

**June 29, 1989**
Padres general manager Jack McKeon trades his son-in-law and RHP Greg Booker to Minnesota for Fred Tolliver.

**July 5, 1987**
Under General Manager Jack McKeon, the Padres acquire 3B Chris Brown and pitchers Mark Davis, Mark Grant and Keith Comstock from the Giants, in exchange for pitchers Dave Dravecky and Craig Lefferts and OF Kevin Mitchell.

**July 2, 1993**
The Padres and Phillies play a historic doubleheader in Philadelphia, with the second game ending at 4:40 a.m. on July 3, which was the latest ending time for a game in MLB history. The first game of the doubleheader, won by the Padres 5-2, ends at 1:03 a.m. after a playing time of 2:34 and three rain delays totaling five hours and 54 minutes. The second game starts at 1:28 a.m. with the Phillies winning 6-5 in 10 innings.
THIS WEEK IN PADRES HISTORY

June 30, 2006
RHP Chris Young is named the NL Pitcher of the Month for June, going 3-0 with a 1.17 ERA and 34 strikeouts in 30.2 IP.

June 30, 2012
Catcher Yasmani Grandal becomes the first player in MLB history to homer from both sides of the plate for his first two Major League hits in an 8-4 win at Colorado.

July 2, 2009
The Padres were delayed by bees, the third game delay in San Diego in club history and the first-ever that was not rain related. The Padres were delayed by bees on one other occasion, on June 2, 2019 vs. Miami.

June 30, 2016
Wil Myers is named the NL Player of the Month for June, hitting .327 with a .429 OBP, .765 SLG and 1.194 OPS.
NOW, TEST YOUR PADRES HISTORY KNOWLEDGE WITH THIS QUIZ.
NO PEEKING!

1. In July 2009, the Padres were delayed by bees, the third game delay in San Diego in club history and the first-ever that was not rain related. The Padres were delayed by bees on one other occasion in what year vs. Miami? ________________

2. In 2006, RHP ________________ is named the NL Pitcher of the Month for June, going 3-0 with a 1.17 ERA and 34 strikeouts in 30.2 IP.
   a) Jake Peavy  b) Chris Young  c) Trevor Hoffman  d) Tim Stauffer

3. In 1987, RF ________________ is named the NL Player of the Month for June, hitting .473 (44-for-93) with a .524 OBP, .667 SLG and 1.190 OPS

4. Padres general manager Jack McKeon trades his son-in-law and RHP Greg Booker to Minnesota for Fred Tolliver in what year?
   a) 1987  b) 1992  c) 1989  d) 1993

5. Randy Jones became the only Padre to throw how many one-hitters in a season in 1975? _______

6. In 1993, the Padres and Phillies played a historic doubleheader in Philadelphia, with the second game ending at 4:40 a.m. on July 3, which was the latest ending time for a game in MLB history. Did the Padres win both games? Yes or No

7. In June of 2016, __________________is named the NL Player of the Month for June, hitting .327 with a .429 OBP, .765 SLG and 1.194 OPS
   a) Wil Myers  b) Austin Hedges  c) BJ Upton  d) Manuel Margot

8. On June 30, 2012, Catcher Yasmani Grandal becomes the second player in MLB history to homer from both sides of the plate for his first two Major League hits in an 8-4 win at Colorado. True or False

9. In 1978, RF ________________ is the first Padre to earn a NL Player of the Month award, hitting .333 (35-for-105) in June.

10. Which mascot made his Padres return in a “re-hatching” during a 4-1 loss to the Astros at San Diego Stadium in 1979? ________________

11. In 1987, under General Manager Jack McKeon, the Padres acquire 3B Chris Brown and pitchers Mark Davis, Keith Comstock and _____________ from the Giants, in exchange for pitchers Dave Dravecky and Craig Lefferts and OF Kevin Mitchell. 
    Hint: He's a current Padres broadcaster on FOX Sports San Diego.